better with the AluI-Giemsa technique.
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Cystic fibrosis in Bulgaria

In an article published in the journal, Cuppens et al described a cystic fibrosis patient who was homozygous for the G542X mutation yet presented with a relatively mild clinical picture.

This mutation, although rarer than ΔF508, seems to occur in all European populations. In the Bulgarian CF patients we are testing it is found at a frequency of 5% of CF alleles. So far we have detected six patients with G542X including one homozygote (table). The clinical course of the disease is invariably severe in our patients. Symptoms of CF had been present from the first months of life and in all cases the diagnosis had been established during the first year. Taking into account the fact that CF is often diagnosed late in this country, early diagnosis suggests a severe course of the disease. At present only one out of the six patients with G542X is still living. Early infant death occurred in four of the families (in two of them a previous affected child had also died at a very early age). Two patients had meconium ileus (MI); this has been recorded in about 10% of our CF patients and thus seems to be over-represented in the G542X subgroup (seven MI out of a total of 78 CF patients and two MI out of six with G542X).

Our findings are thus in agreement with the assumption that a stop codon at position 542 results in the synthesis of a functionally inactive protein. On the other hand an increasing number of publications, as well as our own observations, suggest that in a number of patients the actual clinical findings conflict with the molecular evidence. Heterogeneity within groups with the same molecular defect could suggest the existence of additional, perhaps genetic, factors which modify the clinical course of cystic fibrosis.
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Floating Harbor and the good ship Shprintzen

I would like to take issue with the authors of the ‘Syndrome of the month’ concerning the Floating Har-

bor syndrome,1 particularly their penultimate patient number 1. This looks to me very much like a case of velocardiofacial (Shprintzen) syndrome on the basis of facial phenotype, especially speech delay, immobile palate, malocclusion, and pulmonary stenosis. Pulmonary stenosis can be associated with the Shprintzen syndrome.2 The facial dysmorphism appears typical in this photograph: deficient alae, high nasal bridge, almond shaped palpebral fissures, myopathic facies, and maxillary and mandibular hypoplasia. This patient does not have a large mouth. Immobile palate is of particular interest and I would suggest that this patient be reviewed as regards submucous cleft of the palate. Even if it is not obviously present, it may well be at operation. Videofluoroscopy of the palate would be of some assistance in this regard. These patients are uniformly unresponsive to speech therapy and respond only to palate lengthening or pharyngoplasty or both.

It is clear that if there is some considerable doubt about the first patient the other reported patients need to be reviewed. The details supplied were not adequate enough to determine if other syndromes or small, odd-looking children have been lumped together under this enticing name. In particular, actual height centiles would be of interest. Patients with the velocardiofacial (Shprintzen) syndrome are small, but not several standard deviations below the mean.
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